










Analysis: Wireless mesh networks v2_0
[TN0911, Analysis, Networks, Wireless, Wi-Fi, Zigbee, Sensors]
At a glance
	Mesh networks are formed from webs of peer nodes that are self-configuring, using protocols that 'self-heal' the network if nodes or links are unavailable.
	Wi-Fi mesh networks were launched for many cities but experienced technical and commercial issues.
	Mesh networks are quick to set up, suiting them to network extension, military and temporary applications. They can connect otherwise 'hard to reach' places.
	A draft 802.11s standard has been produced for Wi-Fi enabled devices; other systems (such as ZigBee and WirelessHART) are being built on top of the 802.15.4 low power WPAN standard.
	Sense and control networks can benefit because substantial cabling requirements are removed and power saving measures implemented.
	The OLPC's XO laptop uses a mesh protocol to share internet connections and promote collaborative learning.

Making a mesh
Mesh networks are built from communications nodes joined to each other in a web structure; each node acts as a router, passing messages on to linked peers until the final destination is reached, frequently using multiple 'hops' to get there. The network allows additional nodes to be integrated automatically and finds alternative routes to transmit a message when a node or route goes down. The One Laptop Per Child (OLPC) project website has a helpful interactive demonstration (see left of the page (​http:​/​​/​laptop.org​/​en​/​laptop​/​hardware​/​features.shtml​)) that illustrates these principles.

The fundamental structure of the internet is a mesh, in that data packets have to travel across many links, some of which may be congested or unavailable, forcing routers to find alternative pathways. However, the internet is strongly hierarchical, with specific devices taking on key functions in its underlying structure. Wireless mesh networks rely on peers - devices having equal capabilities - that take on different roles according to demand.

Wireless mesh networks have the following advantages compared with infrastructure (wired) networks:

	Flexibility due to self-configuration - nodes can be quickly added in, moved or removed
	Rapid, low cost deployment - without wires, there is no need to lay cables, making it easy to expand the network to reach poorly served or difficult areas
	Temporary networks can easily be configured and later taken down
	Self-healing - protocols automatically update routing tables if problems are detected
	Local traffic can travel more efficiently - communications can take the most direct route to their destination without passing through a central router
	Larger networks can be more efficient, as there are more alternative paths for any given transmission
	Mobile nodes can easily be integrated.

Mesh networks also have disadvantages:

	Complex routing tables must be maintained, or large numbers of 'path-finding' packets sent, creating a substantial processing or network overheads on large networks
	Communications can become slow on large networks involving many hops,, or where there is substantial interaction with external networks (wired local area networks or the internet)
	Nodes 'nearest' to external gateways may become overloaded
	Self configuration creates additional security risks compared with infrastructure networks
	Nodes can be 'hidden' - B can communicate to A and C, while A and C may be totally unaware of each other's existence and try to talk to B simultaneously
	Sleeping or mobile nodes create overheads, as the network must adjust to create new paths
	Packets destined for sleeping nodes must be held until the node is available
	The wireless channels used may clash with other services on similar frequencies.
	
Mesh networks consisting of mobile nodes may also be termed ‘mobile ad hoc networks’ (MANETs), although the addition of enhanced security and formal routing protocols may not justify the 'ad hoc' implications.

Wi-Fi mesh networks
A number of cities globally put substantial investment into 'municipal Wi-Fi" mesh networks around 2006-07 - access points were mounted on buildings and lampposts, with internet connection ('backhaul') only physically connected to selected nodes. The more ambitious schemes aimed to provide internet access to mobile workers and households, but roll-outs were not as successful as predicted - twice the density of nodes was often needed compared to predictions, signal strength within buildings was poor and the number of mobile Wi-Fi devices was much smaller than today.

The Oklahoma (​http:​/​​/​www.okc.gov​/​news​/​2008_06​/​oklahoma_city_wi_fi_mesh_network.html​) police and emergency services network has been judged (​http:​/​​/​arstechnica.com​/​old​/​content​/​2008​/​11​/​muni-wifi-second-wind.ars​) one of the more successful projects, not least because it does not provide public access, whilst the Cloud's partnership with the City of London Corporation (​http:​/​​/​www.cityoflondon.gov.uk​/​Corporation​/​media_centre​/​files2007​/​73_07.htm​) remains publicly available as a paid-for service in the UK. Solar-powered mesh access points are being investigated in places like Brazil (​http:​/​​/​news.bbc.co.uk​/​1​/​hi​/​technology​/​7650941.stm​) (reported in TechNews 11/08 (​http:​/​​/​emergingtechnologies.becta.org.uk​/​index.php?section=etn&catcode=ETN_0001&rid=14214​)) and other developing countries. Mesh networks have been deployed for events, such as the annual Islamic Hajj pilgrimage (​http:​/​​/​www.nytimes.com​/​idg​/​IDG_002570DE00740E18882573B5007AC5BA.html​) to Mecca.

Companies involved in developing Wi-Fi mesh networks and related products include: BelAir (​http:​/​​/​www.belairnetworks.com​) (who serve a wide range of sectors); Cisco (​http:​/​​/​www.cisco.com​/​en​/​US​/​netsol​/​ns621​/​networking_solutions_package.html​) (with an emphasis on larger enterprises), Firetide (​http:​/​​/​www.firetide.com​) (who specialise in video and surveillance); Meraki (​http:​/​​/​meraki.com​) (providing outdoor (​http:​/​​/​arstechnica.com​/​hardware​/​news​/​2009​/​02​/​readyforedit-meraki-releases-triple-radio-80211n-outdoor-wifi-node.ars​) as well as indoor access); Mesh Dynamics (​http:​/​​/​www.meshdynamics.com​) (with a focus on military and mining environments); Ruckus (​http:​/​​/​www.ruckuswireless.com​) (also offering outdoor solutions); and Tropos (​http:​/​​/​gridcom.tropos.com​) (used in Oklahoma).

Solution providers have adapted standard Wi-Fi protocols (802.11a/b/g/n), or added management layers on top, to create mesh networks. A new 802.11s (​http:​/​​/​www.ieee802.org​/​11​/​Reports​/​tgs_update.htm​) standard is being developed by the IEEE to create greater interoperability between the various mesh-networking products. The draft standard supports a hybrid wireless mesh protocol (HWMP) that combines proactive routing (whereby mesh 'stations' construct routing tables for proven links) and reactive routing. The latter involves broadcast of a route request (RREQ) that travels from node to node until the intended destination responds with a route reply (RREP), which is passed back to the originator by following a 'reverse routing' algorithm. Nodes will try to transmit on the fastest, 'least cost' route available, but must be able to seek out alternatives when intermediate nodes are unavailable or links congested.

The draft 802.11s standard supports broadcast and multicast, is compatible with access points and clients using existing Wi-Fi standards and features power-saving elements. The IEEE working group hopes to publish a final standard in late 2010 or early 2011.

Recent products have incorporated two or more radios to ease congestion created by providing internet backhaul and network management capability. In some mesh architectures, IP addresses are allocated to devices within virtual network containers, rather than the address space of the linked infrastructure network. This makes handover simpler and gives better control over security and available services.

Low power mesh networks
Low power mesh networks - used to connect sensors, controllers and other automation devices - are generally based on the IEEE's 802.15.4-2006 standard. This does not explicitly cover mesh networks, so further layers are added by ZigBee (​http:​/​​/​www.zigbee.org​), WirelessHART (​http:​/​​/​www.hartcomm.org​/​protocol​/​wihart​/​wireless_technology.html​) and other technologies. 802.15.4 was intended to govern small wireless 'personal' area networks (WPANs), with a diameter of 10m and transmission rates of 250kbps, on 2.4GHz and other frequencies (depending on location). The standard supports guaranteed time slots, secure communications, collision avoidance protocols and basic peer-to-peer connectivity.

Due to use of the 2.4GHz band, which is used by most Wi-Fi devices, many networks built on 802.15.4 employ channel hopping to avoid interference and will note channels that are already in use. WirelessHART maintains redundant paths, while use of time slots avoids collisions and possible multipath effects.

Product developers in this sector include Arch Rock (​http:​/​​/​www.archrock.com​) (which uses an enhanced form of ZigBee), Dust Networks (based on WirelessHART) and Nivis (providing for WirelessHART and a new ISA100 (​http:​/​​/​www.isa.org​/​Template.cfm?Section=Standards2&template=​/​Ecommerce​/​ProductDisplay.cfm&ProductID=10766​) standard).

Mesh networks in hard to reach situations
Mesh networks have been proposed as a way to deliver communications in rural areas, places where it is difficult to create or maintain a fixed infrastructure, in disaster zones and military theatres of operation. Rajant (​http:​/​​/​www.rajant.com​) has a backpack system (​http:​/​​/​www.technologyreview.com​/​communications​/​22260​) that combines radiation sensors with a wireless mesh structure to support soldiers investigating nuclear hotspots.

TerraNet (​http:​/​​/​www.terranet.se​) has been seeking to develop (​http:​/​​/​news.bbc.co.uk​/​1​/​hi​/​technology​/​6987784.stm​) a mesh mobile phone architecture. Specially adapted mobile phones (or computers with appropriate hardware) can call each other; where the recipient is out of range (1km), the call can hop up to seven times to reach the destination device. Although the system was demonstrated in Ecuador, there is no immediate sign of a commercial product.

Mesh networks have also been proposed for extending broadband in developing countries. A satellite downlink (such as O3b Networks - see TechNews 05/09 (​http:​/​​/​emergingtechnologies.becta.org.uk​/​index.php?section=etn&rid=14549​)) would act as a hub and then clusters of WiMAX linked devices could be daisy-chained to the satellite backhaul.

Mesh networks in education
The OLPC's XO laptop already uses a version (​http:​/​​/​wiki.laptop.org​/​go​/​Mesh_Network_Details​) of the draft 802.11s protocol. In addition to providing connectivity in schools where infrastructure is poor (or non-existent), the XO is intended to promote pupil collaboration substantially beyond data sharing, so mesh networking is fundamental to its design. The laptop has dual antennae to maximise bandwidth and alternative paths, and (unlike 802.11s) supports asymmetric communication, where a different channel may be used in each direction. (Just because an XO can receive transmissions on one channel, local interference may prevent it successfully returning data on the same channel.)

Mesh networks can be used in any establishment to rapidly extend an existing network, whether into a separate building, out onto the sports field or just for a one-off event. They may also be suitable in buildings where deploying an infrastructure network would be challenging or where historic building status restricts physical cabling.

Meshy future?
Mesh networks fulfil specific requirements, but are not suited to every situation due to bandwidth demands or the additional costs of hardware. Although there have been moves towards standardising mesh protocols, no single specification looks as if it will dominate; 802.11s is likely to be the basis of more proprietary Wi-Fi based developments.

Deployments in urban areas seemed attractive, as limited infrastructure development would be required, but the outcomes have often been disappointing. Many more people are now using Wi-Fi enabled phones and laptops, but improvements in 3G availability, introduction of faster 'pre-4G' services and relatively inexpensive data plans may continue to limit the viability of Wi-Fi networks. Mesh topologies look attractive for temporary installations and providing access in all kinds of 'hard to reach' situations.

Mesh networking is increasingly important in sensing and control systems, especially where large sensor networks have been created, or in hazardous or difficult industrial environments. These networks are designed to consume minimal power, so batteries need not be replaced for two or more years.
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